Dear Colleagues:

Welcome to the eleventh issue of the Dialogues on Historical Justice and Memory Network News (formerly Historical Justice and Memory Research Network News). The Network, which operates from www.historicaldialogues.org, provides information and resources for scholars and activists working on issues of historical justice and social and public memory to encourage innovative interdisciplinary, transnational, and comparative research.

The Dialogues on Historical Justice and Memory Network is a joint initiative of the Historical Justice and Memory Research Network (HJMRN), housed at the Swinburne Institute for Social Research, Swinburne University of Technology, in Melbourne, and Columbia University’s Alliance for Historical Dialogue and Accountability (AHDA), at the Institute for the Study of Human Rights (ISHR) in New York. It draws on an international team of collaborators and affiliates.

We draw your attention to our latest book reviews, including:


Read these and other reviews on our website.

If you have any information about calls for papers, new publications, forthcoming conferences, or jobs that could be publicized in future newsletters or via the Dialogues website, please email us at dialogues@columbia.edu.

Best wishes,

Carla De Ycaza
Editor, Dialogues on Historical Justice and Memory
Alliance for Historical Dialogue and Accountability
Institute for the Study of Human Rights
Columbia University
dialogues@columbia.edu

Books for Review
We currently have available a number of English, French, and German books for review. Please contact the relevant editor (Stephen Winter for English-language titles; Elizabeth Rechniewski for French-language titles; Nina Schneider for German-language titles; Patrizia Violi for Italian-language titles; and Juan José Cruz and Rosario Figari Layús for Spanish-language titles) on our website www.historicaldialogues.org if you are interested.
• Ari Kelman, A Misplaced Massacre: Struggling over the Memory of Sand Creek. Harvard University Press, February 2013.

Recent and Forthcoming Publications

August 2013
Beyond the Banality of Evil: Criminology and Genocide
Augustine Brannigan; Clarendon Studies in Criminology, Oxford University Press.

July 2013
Transitions from Violence - The Impact of Transitional Justice
International Journal of Conflict and Violence, Vol. 7 No. 1

June 2013
The Scourge of Genocide: Essays and Reflections
Adam Jones; Routledge.

Frictions in Peacebuilding Interventions: The Unpredictability of Local-Global Interaction
Gearoid Millar, Jair van der Lijn and Willemijn Verkoren; International Peacekeeping, Vol. 20. No. 2

March 2013
Integrated Peacebuilding: Innovative Approaches to Transforming Conflict
Craig Zelizer; Westview Press.

Announcements and Opportunities

Calls for Papers: Conferences and Workshops

The Role of Education in a Multicultural Cyprus
Submission Deadline: July 31, 2013
Dates: November 29-30, 2013
Location: UNESCO Amphitheater, University of Nicosia, Cyprus
Contact: All interested parties should e-mail John Mavris at mavris.j@unic.ac.cy.

Rwanda under the RPF: Assessing Twenty Years of Post-Conflict Governance
Conference and Special Journal Issue
Deadline: July 31, 2013
Date: October 4, 2013
Location: Brunei Gallery Lecture Theatre, School of Oriental and African Studies (SOAS), University of London
Contact: Jason Mosley, jason.mosley@africa.ox.ac.uk

LASA 2014: Cultural memory work and Latin American reckonings with the authoritarian past
Deadline: August 15, 2013
Dates: May 21-24, 2014
Location: Chicago, IL
Contact: Rebecca J. Atencio & Nina Schneider- nina.schneider@uni-konstanz.de
Historical Justice and Memory: Questions of Rights and Accountability in Contemporary Society
Deadline: September 5, 2013
Dates: December 5-7, 2013
Contact: ahda@columbia.edu

4th Global Conference: Trauma: Theory and Practice
Deadline: October 11, 2013
Dates: March 22 – March 25, 2014
Location: Prague, Czech Republic
Contact: Peter Bray: pbray@eit.ac.nz and Rob Fisher: ttp4@inter-disciplinary.net

International Conference on Oral History: Looking at then now
Deadline: October 30, 2013
Dates: June 8-10, 2014
Location: Jerusalem
Contact: ohd@savion.huji.ac.il

2014 Conference of the Oral History Society
Deadline: December 1, 2013
Dates: July 4-5, 2014
Location: Manchester
Contact: belinda@essex.ac.uk

Human Rights and Change
Deadline: December 1, 2013
Dates: June 16 – 18, 2014
Location: Kadir Has Univesitesi, Istanbul
Contact: humanrightsandchange@gmail.com

Call for Papers: Journals and Book Chapters
West Croatian History Journal Special Issue on “Wars and Remembrance”
The Časopis za povijest Zapadne Hrvatske
Deadline for proposals (200 words abstract): July 31, 2013
Contact: gidaless@unina.it and orlicmila@gmail.com

Special issue, International Journal of Canadian Studies- The memories of Indian Residential Schools in Canada
Deadline: August 15, 2013
Contact: kvanthuy@uottawa.ca and briegc@ehess.fr

Rescuers of Mass Atrocities in Latin America During and After the Cold War
NEW Extended Deadline: September 1, 2013
Contact: Marcia Esparza, Carla De Ycaza, Lina Rojas (eds.) at latinamericarescuersbook@gmail.com.

The Journal of Critical Southern Studies
Deadline for submission of manuscripts: September 15, 2013
Contact: Please send all manuscripts with “Manuscript Submission” in the subject line to JCSS@global-hands.co.uk.

The Limits of Responsibility: Histories, Species, Politics
Deadline: September 30, 2013
Contact: Dr. Jenny Lawn, j.m.lawn@massey.ac.nz or Dr. Allen Meek, a.meek@massey.ac.nz

“Transitional Justice” and Legacies of State Violence in Latin America
Deadline: October 1, 2013
Contact: Marcia Esparza & Nina Schneider, tjlatinamericabook@gmail.com

Special Issue on “Gender and Human Rights”, Societies Without Borders
Deadline: November 1, 2013
Contact: Keri E. Iyall Smith at kiyallsmith@suffolk.edu
Gendering Genocide, European Journal of Women's Studies, Special Issue
Editors: Ayşe Gül Altınay and Andrea Petö
Deadline: January 10, 2014
Contact: Informal queries to Hazel Johnstone, managing editor of EJWS, ejws@lse.ac.uk.

Call for Book Chapter Proposals – Motherhood and War
Editors: Dana Cooper, Stephen F. Austin University; Claire Phelan, University of Mary Hardin-Baylor
Contact: Claire Phelan, cphelan@umhb.edu

Call for Book Proposals
Transaction Publishers, Memory and Narrative Series
Contact: Anna Sheftel, series editor, at asheftel@transactionpub.com

Upcoming Events, Conferences and Study Programs
Screening of 'The Judge and the General'
Date: July 18, 2013, 5pm
Location: Latin American Centre, 2 Church Walk, Oxford

Judge Guzmán Seminar - The Chilean Dictatorship and the Judiciary
Date: July 19, 2013, 5:00pm
Location: Latin American Centre, 2 Church Walk, Oxford
Speaker(s): Judge Juan Guzmán Tapia - Chilean Justice and Human Rights in the Prosecution of General Pinochet

Third conference in Holocaust and Genocide studies
Dates: August 6-7, 2013
Location: Australian Centre for Jewish Civilisation, Monash University, Australia

INTERCOM 2013 - Museums and Human Rights
Location: Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
Contact: intercom@liverpoolmuseums.org.uk

Memory on Trial: Media, Citizenship and Social Justice: Ørecomm Festival 2013
Dates: September 13-16, 2013
Location: Roskilde University (DK), Malmö University (SE) and Copenhagen (DK)
Contact: ulrica.kristhammar@mah.se

History Educators International Research Network 10th International Conference: History, Conflict and Identity
Dates: September 14-16, 2013
Location: AHDR, Home of Cooperation, Nicosia, Cyprus
Contact: Cherry Dodwell, the conference coordinator at heirnet@exeter.ac.uk.

European Remembrance, 2nd International Symposium for European Institutions Dealing with 20th Century History
Dates: October 10-12, 2013
Location: Berlin
Contact: europeanremembrance@enrs.eu

Fellowships, Grants and Job Opportunities
Senior Project Leader - Great Lakes, Institute for Justice and Reconciliation
Deadline: July 25, 2013
Contact: Simone Brandi, sbrandi@ijr.org.za

The Center for International Peace and Justice at CUNY School of Law
Deadline: July 27, 2013
Location: Long Island City, NY, USA
Contact: Rosa Navarra, navarra@law.cuny.edu

**Project Manager, Capacities for Peace (C4P) project**
Deadline: July 29, 2013

**The American University in Cairo - Middle East Studies**
Deadline: July 30, 2013

**Eastern Washington University, Lecturers in Government**
Deadline: Open until further notice; screening will begin mid-July 2013.

**Tomorrow's Peacebuilders: Call for applications**
Deadline: August 9, 2013

**West Africa Peacebuilding Institute (WAPI) 2013**
Deadline: August 12, 2013
Dates: September 2-20, 2013
Location: Kofi Annan International Peacekeeping Training Centre (KAIPTC). Accra, Ghana.
Contact: wapi@wanep.org and facquah@wanep.org

**East and Central Africa Projects Manager, Conciliation Resources**
Deadline: August 14, 2013

**Graduate Institute of International and Development Studies**
Assistant Professor of International History with a specialisation in Gender
Deadline: September 30, 2013
Contact: director@graduateinstitute.ch

**JWF Foundation, Grant Program for Innovative and Creative Peace Projects**
Deadline: September 30, 2013
Please refer to the [Request for Proposals](#) document for details.

**Princeton University - Assistant Professor, Israel Studies**
Deadline: October 1, 2013
Contact: kchirik@princeton.edu

**Nanyang Technological University - Assistant Professors in the Division of Sociology**
Deadline: Open
Contact: H-DSOC@ntu.edu.sg

**Loyola University - Maryland - Doehler Chair in Modern Spanish American History**
Deadline: October 1, 2013

**California State University - Fullerton - Colonial Latin America, Tenure-Track**
Deadline: October 11, 2013

**Loyola University Maryland - Assistant Professor in East Asian History**
Deadline: November 15, 2013

**Rice University - Post Doctoral Fellowship in the history of the modern Middle East**
Deadline: January 1, 2014
Contact: hist@rice.edu

**Vice President for External Relations at the United States Institute of Peace (USIP)**
For more information, visit [http://www.usip.org/work-us/staff/contractor-positions](http://www.usip.org/work-us/staff/contractor-positions).

**Other**

*Accounts of the Conflict* Digital Archive Project, INCORE
The University of Ulster is to establish a £1.2m digital archive project at its Magee campus. Called ‘Accounts of the Conflict’ the project will be housed at the International Conflict Research Institute (INCORE), and will offer long-term storage and preservation of stories related to life in Northern Ireland and the border region during the period of the conflict. Organisations, groups and individuals will be able to deposit digital copies of stories with the new archive.

Swisspeace – Essential Archives for a Peace Future
The records and testimonies collected by truth commissions are integral in a society’s efforts to deal with past atrocities. These archives demonstrate the truth commission’s legitimacy, and represent its legacy as a transitional justice mechanism. Archives pertaining to human rights violations are vital for upholding the right to know, and for guaranteeing non-recurrence.

Annual Report 2013 of the Network of Concerned Historians (NCH)
This is the 19th Annual Report of the NCH. It contains 111 pages of news about the domain where history and human rights intersect, especially about the censorship of history and the persecution of historians, archivists, and archaeologists around the globe, as reported by various human rights organizations and other sources.
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